War Chest Aids Servicemen
With U. S. O.

Why should you give to the War Chest? Well, if you're from Missouri and have to be convinced, maybe the following argument will better understand the job of the War Chest of Greater Cleveland.

On the days following Pearl Harbor, boys all over the country rushed to enlist in the different branches of the service. The train depots of most of the cities were places of confusion, and Cleveland was no exception. Three days after Pearl Harbor, a U.S.O. canteen was set up in the Terminal to give refreshments to boys who were passing through and just had a few minutes to catch their next train. The beginning of the canteen consisted of a table loaded with food. Since then, the canteen has been divided into several parts, the service lounge where food is served, and where the boys can play ping pong, pool, and listen to their favorite records. There is also a place where the boys can stay overnight if other lodgings cannot be found and a nursery where any children can play while their parents meet their boyfriends.

Taking care of the canteen are twenty-eight hostesses, whose average age is twenty-two. These are the better half of the twenty to twenty-five. Every week, a new hostess comes to Cleveland College on “The Returning Veteran”.

The month before has already passed through the canteen and new (Continued on Page 4, Col. 5)

Home Ec. Dance Features Cake Walk

How would you like to win a big delicious cake with business white icing? You have a chance to if you go to the Home Ec. Clubhouse “Harvey” on December 12 at 8 o'clock. Tickets are selling for 50 cents. Vice-. President's hand will play for the dance.

Some experience at the home ec. dance will be done—a cake walk. A cake is up for sale and couplejs under it while music is playing. When the music stops the lucky couple under it gets to take the cake. The dance will be held at the Rhodes gymnasium on December 12 at 8 o'clock. Tickets are selling for 50 cents. Vice-President's hand will play for the dance.

Tests Cause Havoc In Girls' Gym Class

Those girls you see loping down the hall have not been pulled through glass; at least half; they have been through a worse fate than that. They have just finished the motor efficiency test.

The girls say that the tests are simply horrible. It seems that the teachers twist you up like a pretzel and it is your job to untangle yourself.
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Review Features War Loan Drive
With Auction of Unique Prizes

Would you like to run Rhodes for a day or even take over the duties of one of your teachers and have him listed as your personal tutor? How would you feel about choosing any teacher from Mr. Ef имени at “Harvey” during the war or your class period? If so, start saving your money and lining up prize-winning teachers for the Victory War Loan Drive is coming to Rhodes on October 29.

Mr. Ef имени will be the first since the end of the war in being sponsored at Rhodes by the members of the Providence fraternity. A prize will be亮丽 by an auction. Instead of the usual objects to be bid for, special favors such as those mentioned, will be auctioned off. As each item is presented to the student body at the auction assembly, a pupil will declare how many over these items he would bid for and kid that number for the item auctioned. The highest bid gets the call. Over one hundred prizes will last through November, another assembly will be held at which the pupil will bid for each item. At that time a pupil has not sold the number of dollars he had bid, he will not receive his prize.

Members of the Rhodes staff would appreciate it if the student body as a “humble” to be drills for sale.

Largest School Band in City Boasts Eighty-One Members

When the football squad takes the field this Saturday night, a throng of students will assemble into the spotlight—the band. At present Rhodes has the largest school band in the city. Of the eighty-one students in the band, about third are new members. Mr. Gerides, the band's conductor, thinks the band's students are among the very well under the guidance of the four drum majors, Mrs. Dorothy Dill, Mrs. Mary Ellen Shaw, and Velma Davidson.

Last year during the city-wide band contest, Rhodes won second place again, which is the highest they have ever come in this contest. This year Rhodes is in the lead band in the city and is the only band in the city who is not a part of the City University band.

Rhodians Cops 4H Prize

For selecting and packing a complete watermelon as well as several other items, they were sponsored by the 4 H Club.

The contest was held at Hale Farm. Alex Mac came through with flying colors. He not only won the Cuyahoga County contest but also won first prize at Wooster.

Kentucky: World's Fair

Mr. Ef имени announced that he will be in Kentucky for the World’s Fair. He plans to be there for at least three days. During his stay, he will visit the fairgrounds and observe the various exhibits. He hopes to return to Rhodes with an array of new experiences and insights to share with his students and colleagues. The Kentucky trip marks the beginning of his journey across the United States, where he plans to visit several cities and take part in various events. His ultimate goal is to gather information from different perspectives and explore unique methods of creating and displaying them. The research will take him to various locations, and he anticipates that his plans will not be ready until spring.

Other teachers on the committee are Mr. Ef имени, Mr. Ef имени, and Mr. Ef имени. Student Council members are Mr. Ef имени, Mr. Ef имени, and Mr. Ef имени. The committee is working hard to coordinate the trip and ensure a seamless experience for all participants.
Along Rhodesways by Lois and Ruth

Freshman Party: Wonder if Herb Hutter had any luck after he went to visit his folks? We noticed that all the fresh ladies enjoyed Eddie Robinson’s piano playing... also that Ernie Klingsberg had had a blemish on his face. We've heard. It was really hope that he doesn’t have a mole in the future.

Mr. Seedhouse tells tales out of school about Art Misty's happy hours in the gym office... Norma and Naomi Savoy anthem. Mr. Benson’s theorem that no two persons in chemistry class look at all alike. Applied Physics: We noticed that the Civil Air Patrol would last now that the war's over, it just passed. February, Mr. H. has to furnish Ralph with a soda and a banana split.

L. L. Friehe供应 pasture of a group of sheep. We don’t know where you won't someone please tell John Kuzma to swap as he rounds the bend in the shop corridor. We’d like to leave Rhodes with the locker still standing. We have a reason to feel small and out of place. How much do you charge, Dolores?

Question of The Week: Where does Dick Shop get all the Beaucamp’s fruit? Just the best to be portrayed personal characters.

Rhodie Football... As we mentioned the other day, we have been informed that the Civil Air Patrol will be supplying the girls cadets with all the usual accoutrements. We've learned that the Civil Air Patrol will last now that the war's over, it just passed. February, Mr. H. has to furnish Ralph with a soda and a banana split.

L. L. Friehe供应 pasture of a group of sheep. We don’t know where you won't someone please tell John Kuzma to swap as he rounds the bend in the shop corridor. We’d like to leave Rhodes with the locker still standing. We have a reason to feel small and out of place. How much do you charge, Dolores?
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Cross-Country Go ‘Over Hill ’n Dale’ to Snare Second Place

Blue and White runners inaugurated their cross-country season at Eaglewater, in the north. Thanks to the efforts of the running team, several runners people drove down Lake Shore Boulevard, Rhodes two-milers sped to a second place. Originally started as a dual meet between the locals and West High, the event also included West Tech, Central, and Robbinsdale Village.

Reserve Eleven Ties Ignatius

After losing its first game of the season 20-1 to Lakewood, Rhodes’ Jay Vee grid squad bounced back to score a 6-6 deadlock with St. Ignatius last Thursday at West Tech Field.

Ignatious scored their touchdown midway in the first quarter when fullback Bakre took off on his own 6th-yard stripe, ran wide to his left, and from then on he was free for a score. The attempt for the extra point failed.

First action afterwards was an alternating punt battle up and down the field.

Neither team seriously threatened in the third quarter, kicking again playing the major role. Early in the fourth quarter, Shelton ran from his own 38 yard line was blocked by Clenard Sturgis, Rhodes recovering on the Saints’ 19 yard line. Shelton ran but ran up against a strong wall for no gain. He followed this with a 15-yard run off tackle for the touchdown. The locals’ attempt for

Sports Scraps

At the first basketball practice last Tuesday, there was a great turn-out. Of course three forever-champs (until they graduate), the “Rinky Dinks” were there.

The “Wasserman,” who played many exciting games last year, is again going to compete in the tournaments. •••

October 12 is the date for the Girls’ Gymnastics pajama party. It will be held at Chase Case’s house after the dance. Every girl is taking her own nightgown. They will eat hamburgers with lots of onions for a midnight snack. Hope they’ll be able to sleep with each other after all that. •••

Attention, all beggars! Sometimes in October, Mr. Shaul, a national bowling champion, will attempt

Frosh Hope for Gear; To Meet Parma

"Now that the war is over equipment is available," said Fr. Bissell, "and the hope of the Mr. Hicks, coach of the freshman football team which is greatly appreciated by the lack of equipment.

Froshidders will assemble with Brooklyn Village varsity and go out on the short end of a 12-0 decision. The only gains were four.
Freshmen Party Highlighted By Food and Frolicking

Did you ever try to break down an iron door? Or knock down a ten-foot wall? Or get into the gym last Wednesday, ten o’clock, if you weren’t a 95 or couldn’t produce a little colored ticket? Of the three, the latter feat would probably have been the hardest. Those human “Nazi Treasoning” signs that were guarding the gym during the Freshmen party surely had a “closed-door policy” all their own.

In one of Bob Estes’ unguarded moments it was possible to slip into the Forbidden Place and from that group of 95’s gravely smirking takes of questionable “stuff” to the hood gawking about in a lively game of Black and White; the gym was gawning with laughter, fun, and people.

James Panekoff announced the “events” and some 95’s expressed real disappointment when they left a game of musical chairs to return to another group.

Considering around the gym, you probably have seen handsome Slober, flushed and beaming, wowing a game of musical chairs (girls to boys, boys to girls, for the most).

If boozing fans are any evidence — “a good time was had by all.” In fact the whole thing was just like a flashback to your own “fast” party. (Remember?) After the games were exhausted by the 95’s (or vice versa), ice cream and pretzel-ways were served.

Mr. Slodhuse said that he wants to thank the members of the Students Council, and others who helped to make the party a success.

Art Students Try For Poster Contest

The Charity Game poster contest sponsored by the Plain Dealer is under way again, and a number of freshmen art students have expressed interest. Miss Keeney is hopeful of winning.

Posters, requiring quite some time for completion, have been worked on since school started in September. The posters are made in black and white first, and later color schemes are worked out. Often many2 + many2 + many3 colors are tried, and before the desired effect are obtained. Charcoal is used since it is easy to erase.

Students making posters are Betty Deller, Frances Dyson, June Walters, and Adele Baum. The ideas for the posters are original with the students.

Competition is divided in two classes: Junior high and senior high. Awards are first prize three pairs of banquet tickets for the game, second prize two pairs of tickets, and third prize one pair of tickets.

Planning an Old-Fashioned HAY RIDE

We have the horses, the wagon, and the hay.

CALL NORIE SIEDEL

Strongsville 2077

FINE FOOD FOUNTAIN

CUMMINS SANDWICH LUNCH

SANDWICH BAR

3328 Broadview Road

NOON LUNCHEES

Open Every
gay.

GRO.Flowers 

GROCERIES — BEVERAGES — CANDY

4436 Broadview Florida 8900

Conveniently Located for Our Brooklyn Patrons and Rhodes Students

A WEST SIDE BRANCH OF

THE UNITED PHOTO COMPANY

Make Your Headquarters for PHOTOGRAPHY — PORTRAITS — FINISHING SUPPLIES

New Open at 5427 Pearl Road.

Smart Students Attend “YOUTH FOR CHRIST” Rally

Every Saturday, 7:30 P.M.
SINGENPORATION QUIZ CONTEST
National Known Speakers
All Tickets Sold Free
Public Auditorium Ball Room.

P-M-TEEN CANTEEN
Every Other Friday
3697 N.
The Y at Pearl and State Roads.

F.O.E.

“Scrooge” Effort Continues for Old Friends and Neighbors

Just Opened

PRICILLA’S FROCKS
Opposite Our Lady of Good Counsel
Custom Made, Formulated to Fit. Let Us Make Your Gown for the SENIOR FRIENDSHIP XMAS FORMAL

4405 Pearl Road
Phone Florida 7214

LATEST POPULAR AND CLASSICAL RECORDS
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